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MassDevice Discusses Medical Device Tax, Government Shutdown With NPR

Brian Johnson, the co-founder and publisher of the medical devices industry journal, sat down
with reporters from NPR to put together a guide to the heated federal debate around the tax.

(PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- In response to questions about healthcare reform, MassDevice, an online journal
of the medical devices industry, spoke with reporters from NPR to provide an in-depth Q&A about the
controversial medical device tax.

“With the coverage of the government shutdown, it’s really important to understand what the main argument
against the tax is and why people are so adamantly opposed to the medical device tax,” said Brian Johnson,
MassDevice publisher and co-founder, who spoke to NPR in the article. “I was thrilled to speak with NPR
about some of the issues that I have heard device makers voicing in the industry.”

Addressing questions about the tax itself and its place as part of the government shutdown, the article was
published on September 30th on WBUR, Boston’s NPR station. Discussing the tax’s role in the recent
government shutdown, the burden that the tax places on fledgling companies, and the interaction between
medical device companies and the healthcare reform bill, author Carey Goldberg and MassDevice’s Brian
Johnson thoughtfully discuss the past, present, and future of the medical device tax.

For more information about how the tax will affect medical device companies, or for answers to other medical
device questions, please contact Brian Johnson at Mass Device.

About MassDevice:

MassDevice.com provides news and information for the medical device industry and the companies that drive
it. Recognized throughout the med-tech industry as a go-to source for originally-reported, quality news
coverage, MassDevice reaches more than 75,000 readers each month through its flagship website and email
newsletters.

Since 2009, MassDevice has been the online journal of the medical devices industry, with hour-to-hour
coverage of the devices that save lives, the people behind them, and the burgeoning trends and developments
within the industry.
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Contact Information
Brian Johnson
Mass Device
http://massdevice.com
617.358.5631

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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